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There is a strong tendency of development and application of different types of electric vehicles (EV). This
can clearly be beneficial for transport systems in terms of making it more efficient, cleaner, and quieter, as well
as for energy systems due to the grid load leveling and renewable energy sources exploitation opportunities. The
latter can be achieved only through application of smart EV charging technologies that strongly rely on application
of optimization methods. For the development of both EV architectures and controls and charging optimization
methods, it is important to gain the knowledge about driving cycle features of a particular EV fleet. To this end,
the paper presents an overview of (i) electric vehicle architectures, modeling, and control system optimization and
design; (ii) experimental characterization of vehicle fleet behaviors and synthesis of representative driving cycles;
and (iii) aggregate-level modeling and charging optimization for EV fleets, with emphasis on freight transport.
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Integracija elektricˇnih vozila u energetske i transportne sustave. U novije vrijeme postoji izražena težnja
za razvojem i korištenjem razlicˇitih tipova elektricˇnih vozila. Ovo može biti korisno sa stanovišta transportnih
sustava u smislu omoguc´avanja efikasnijeg, cˇišc´eg, i tišeg transporta, kao i iz perspektive energetskih sustava zbog
dodatnih potencijala za poravnanje opterec´enja mreže i iskorištenje obnovljivih izvora energije. Potonje može biti
ostvareno samo kroz korištenje tehnologija naprednog punjenja elektricˇnih vozila, koje se cˇesto temelje na primjeni
optimizacijskih postupaka. Za razvoj prikladnih konfiguracija, upravljacˇkih sustava te metoda pametnog punjenja
elektricˇnih vozila, potrebno je stec´i uvid u znacˇajke voznih ciklusa razmatrane flote elektricˇnih vozila. Imajuc´i u
vidu navedeno, cˇlanak predstavlja pregled (i) konfiguracija i modeliranja elektricˇnih vozila, te optimiranja i sinteze
njihova upravljacˇkog sustava; (ii) eksperimentalne karakterizacije ponašanja flote vozila i sinteze reprezentativnih
voznih ciklusa; te (iii) modeliranja i optimiranja punjenja flote elektricˇnih vozila na agregatnom nivou, s naglaskom
na teretni transport.
Kljucˇne rijecˇi: punjenje, vozni ciklusi, elektricˇna vozila, flota, modeliranje, optimizacija
1 INTRODUCTION
Electric vehicles (EV) represent a key enabling tech-
nology to make the transport system more efficient,
cleaner, quieter, and less dependent on oil reserves. Ac-
cording to the US Environmental Protection Agency, the
transport sector was responsible for 28% of the US green-
house gas emissions in 2011 [1]. A significant part of
these emissions comes from the commercial vehicle sec-
tor, which is illustrated by the data pointing that between
16% and 50% of total transport pollutant emissions, and
from 20% to 30% of vehicle distance traveled in urban ar-
eas, is due to the freight transport activities [2].
Although the fully EVs have zero emissions, the elec-
trified transport can be a viable solution only if the well-
wheel emissions are significantly reduced. This means
that the electric energy to be stored in EV batteries
should mostly come from zero-emission renewable energy
sources (RES) such as wind power plants and solar pan-
els [3]. The EV-RES integration is also beneficial from the
standpoint of power grid, because the well-scheduled EV
charging (e.g. night charging) balances the grid load, it
leads to a larger potential of RES energy exploitation dur-
ing the periods of low grid loads, and can provide grid volt-
age and frequency regulation services based on vehicle-to-
grid (V2G) bidirectional charging technologies [4, 5]. This
opens enormous opportunities for development of green
integrated transport and energy systems of future, where
apart from the substantial individual developments on the
EV and RES sides, advanced information and communica-
tion technologies (ICT) for EV charging (so-called smart
charging) have a key enabling technology role.
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Due to the aforementioned emission-reduction signif-
icance of freight delivery transport in connection with
more stringent regulatory aspects, the related potential for
cost reduction (particularly for the urban freight transport),
and a less-complex implementation of EV-grid concepts in
isolated transport and energy systems, it is believed that
proliferation of electrified transport system solutions will
dominate in freight delivery sector. Here, there is a need
for adapting the freight delivery vehicle routing optimiza-
tion problem to the electric vehicle constraints (e.g. limited
range and required charging period) [2, 6], as well as an ul-
timate goal of integrating the electric vehicle routing and
charging management.
This paper presents an overview of three basic ar-
eas relevant for the development of integrated electrified-
transport and energy systems: (i) electric vehicles with em-
phasis on their energy management control system opti-
mization and design, (ii) experimental characterization of
driving cycle features and synthesis of naturalistic driving
cycles, and (iii) electric vehicle fleet charging optimiza-
tion. A majority of presentation is based on the research re-
sults obtained through the project "ICT-aided integration of
Electric Vehicles into the Energy Systems with a high share
of Renewable Energy Sources" supported by the Croatian
Science Foundation. The results of the activities (ii) and
(iii) above relate to a freight delivery transport system of
the leading regional retail company.
2 ELECTRIC VEHICLES
2.1 EV types and configurations
The EVs can be divided into the following characteris-
tic groups:
1. Hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), which combine en-
gine, one or more electric machines, and a battery of
a relatively small capacity. The main advantages of
HEVs when compared to their conventional counter-
parts include the possibility of regenerative braking
(vehicle kinetic energy is transformed into electric en-
ergy and stored in the battery), efficient electric-only
driving at low vehicle velocities, and engine operation
in highly-efficient operating regions [7-9].
2. Plug-in electric vehicles (PHEV), which can be con-
nected to the grid while parked, thus allowing for the
possibility of using less expensive and greener energy
for propulsion. The PHEV’s battery is of a larger ca-
pacity than that of a HEV, and the vehicle includes
charging and communication hardware and software
to provide the grid connection.
3. Extended range electric vehicles (EREV), which in-
clude stronger electric motor and larger battery ca-
pacity than PHEVs, in order to provide electric-only
driving under all operating conditions (not only for
low velocities). Therefore, the vehicle can be used as
purely electric vehicle if the driving distance between
two charging events is shorter than the vehicle all-
electric range (AER). Otherwise, the vehicle switches
from the (electric-only) charge depleting mode (CD)
to charge sustaining (CS) mode, in which it operates
as a HEV keeping the battery charge around the lower
allowed charge limit. Another possibility is to use
the so-called blended mode, when the engine is uti-
lized throughout the driving mission for a better effi-
ciency of the overall driving cycle (particularly if the
distance is longer than the AER).
4. Battery electric vehicle (BEV) or Fully electric vehi-
cle (FEV), where only electric energy is used for vehi-
cle propulsion. The battery should have a large capac-
ity for an adequate vehicle range. The electric motor
can be connected directly to the driveline, or, alter-
natively, a gearbox with a low number of gears or a
multi-electric machine powertrain can be utilized for
improved efficiency at low-speed and/or low-torque
operating regimes.
The HEV (and similarly PHEV) powertrain configura-
tions can be divided into three characteristic groups (Fig.
1, [7-10]): parallel, series, and series-parallel configura-
tions. The parallel configuration (Fig. 1b) represents the
simplest extension of a conventional powertrain, where the
electric motor torque is added to the engine/transmission
torque. In the series configuration (Fig. 1a), the internal
combustion engine (ICE) is disconnected from the driv-
eline by means of an electric generator and electric motor
(an electric shaft), thus providing the possibility of running
the engine in its maximum-efficiency region independently
of the vehicle velocity (an electric Continuously Variable
Transmission feature; e-CVT). The series-parallel config-
uration (Fig. 1c) utilizes a power split device (typically
one or more planetary gears) to transfer a part of the en-
gine power through a mechanical path for improved effi-
ciency, while preserving the e-CVT feature to a large ex-
tent. The references [11] describe and analyze the most
common series-parallel HEV configurations published in
[12-14]. The EREV configurations are usually of series or
series-parallel type [15, 16].
2.2 An EREV powertrain configuration
Figure 2 shows the powertrain schematic of the EREV
known as Chevrolet Volt or Opel Ampera [16-18]. When
the clutch F1 is locked and F2 is open, the planetary gear
reduces to a standard two-port gear. If, at the same time,
the IC engine is switched off (F3 = OFF), the power train
utilizes the main, M/G2 electric machine to propel the ve-
hicle in the EV mode. By switching the engine on (with
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Fig. 1. Basic configurations of hybrid electric powertrains:
series (a), parallel (b), and series-parallel configurations
(c).
F3 = ON), the powertrain operates in the series HEV mode
(SHEV), where the auxiliary electric machine M/G1 gen-
erates the energy needed to supply the M/G2 motor and
eventually charge the battery. On the other hand, when the
clutch F1 is open and F2 is locked, the planetary gear acts
as a power split device, which transfers a part of the engine
power through the mechanical path in the series-parallel
HEV mode (SPHEV). Finally, if the engine is switched
off, the power split feature enables the two electric motors
to propel the vehicle (two motor EV mode, TMEV).
Fig. 2. Principal schematic of an EREV powertrain [17,
18].
2.3 Control-oriented modeling
For the purpose of energy management control strat-
egy design, an EV powertrain is usually described by a
backward-looking mathematical model [10]. Such a model
assumes that the vehicle velocity v (i.e. the transmission
output speed ωcd, Fig. 2) and the road load (i.e. the trans-
mission output torque τcd) inputs are known from the driv-
ing cycle specification and the road load model, respec-
tively. They are then used together with the control vari-
ables (here, ωmg1 and τe, as well as the operating mode
variable smode ∈ {1, ..., 4}) to calculate the engine and
electric machine speed and torque variables (Fig. 3). The
calculation is based on the transmission kinematics model
[18, 19], given by the equations included in Table 1. The
engine torque is limited based on the maximum torque
map, and another map is used to calculate the fuel mass
flow dmf/dt. Similarly, the electric machine torque limit
and efficiency maps are used to limit their torques and de-
termine their electric powers used as inputs to the battery
model.
The battery state-of-charge (SoC) is only state variable
of the backward vehicle model, and its dynamics are de-
scribed as [20]
So˙C =
√
U2oc(SoC)− 4R(SoC, i)Pbatt − Uoc(SoC)
2QmaxR(SoC, i)
.
(1)
Here, Uoc denotes the battery open circuit voltage, R
is its internal resistance, Pbatt is the battery power deter-
mined from the M/G1 and M/G2 machine electric power
values (Fig. 3), and Qmax is the battery capacity, where
0 ≤ SoC = Q/Qmax ≤ 1.
Fig. 3. Block diagram of backward-looking model of EREV
powertrain.
2.4 Control variable optimization
The optimization problem is to find optimal open-loop
time responses of the transmission machines’ torque and
speed control variables and the control mode variable,
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Table 1. Transmission steady-state equations for different operating modes (io = final drive ratio and h = planetary gear
ratio) [18].
MODE ωcd τcd
EV, SHEV 1io(h+1)ωmg2 io (h+ 1) τmg2
SPHEV,TMEV 1io(h+1) (ωmg2 + hωmg1)
io (h+ 1) τmg2 =
io (h+ 1)h
−1 (τe − τmg1)
MODE ωe τe
EV 0 0
SHEV ωmg1 τmg1
SPHEV ωmg1 hτmg2 + τmg1
TMEV 0 0
which minimize the fuel and/or electric energy consump-
tion, while satisfying battery state of charge (SoC) con-
straints and physical limits of the transmission variables.
The optimization is usually carried out by using the dy-
namic programming (DP) algorithm, because it provides
the global optimum solution [10, 21]. The optimization re-
sults are used for the purpose of design and assessment of
realistic (closed-loop) control strategies (see the next sub-
section).
Figures 4b,c show the charge sustaining (CS) mode op-
timization results for the EREV powertrain shown in Fig.
2 and modeled in Fig. 3, where the "aggressive" US06
driving cycle is considered (Fig. 4a) and the aim is to min-
imize the fuel consumption mf at the end of driving cycle
[21]. The optimization results plotted in the powertrain
output map (Fig. 4b) clearly indicate distinct areas of op-
timal vehicle operating points for the four driving modes
in the CS regime. For low-mid vehicle velocities and high
traction torque (abrupt accelerations/decelerations) the ve-
hicle mostly operates in the EV mode. For high veloci-
ties and still high traction torques (i.e. for the high trac-
tion power), the transmission switches to the SHEV oper-
ating mode, in order to reduce high electricity consumption
from the battery to satisfy the charge sustaining condition.
The power split modes (TMEV and SPHEV) have their
operating points mostly located in the areas of mid-high
velocities and low-mid torques, where the TMEV mode
operating points are shifted deeper in the low-torque re-
gion. In this area, the TMEV mode has better efficiency
than the EV mode, and the SPHEV mode is more efficient
than the SHEV mode. The electric-driving EV and TMEV
modes are exploited during (regenerative) braking intervals
(τcd < 0).
The engine map-related optimization results (Fig. 4c)
indicate that the majority of engine operating points are
located inside or near the area of highest engine efficiency,
which are nearby or slightly below the maximum engine
torque curve.
Fig. 4. EREV optimization results (b, c) for US06 driving
cycle (a) and CS mode.
If the vehicle driving range is known in advance and if
it exceeds the AER, the battery could be discharged more
gradually by combining all operating modes during the
whole driving cycle [22]. This leads to the blended op-
erating regime (BLND) as opposed to the CD-CS regime.
Figure 5 shows the comparative, BLND vs. CD-CS DP
optimization results for the case of several repetitive certi-
fication driving cycles [19]. In the considered scenario of
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approximately 50:50 CD/CS duration ratio, the benefits of
BLND operation have been found to be the most empha-
sized. The fuel consumption (mf ) reduction when using
the BLND mode ranges from approximately 2.5% to more
often closer to 5%, depending on the type of driving cy-
cle. The optimization results also indicate that the optimal
state-of-charge (SoC) trajectory during the blended mode
have a linear (ramp) shape for the considered case of zero
road grade (see also [23]).
Fig. 5. BLND vs. CD-CS regime optimization results for
NEDC, HWFET, UDDS and US06 repetitive driving cy-
cles.
2.5 Energy management control strategy
The aim of an energy management control (EMC) strat-
egy is to provide on-line updates of control variables (i.e.
ωmg1, τe, and smode for the particular case of EREV, Fig.
3) based on the driver commands and the actual SoC es-
timate [10]. These control variables are realized on a
shorter/faster time scale by means of a low-level controller,
which switches clutches, executes closed-loop control of
the generator speed and commands the engine throttle [24,
25, 31].
In applications, the EMC strategies are typically of
rule-based type including SoC feedback control [26, 27].
On the other hand, many research papers deal with de-
sign of strategies based on instantaneous minimization of
fuel consumption (so-called Equivalent Consumption Min-
imization Strategy, ECMS; [10, 28, 29, 30]). The equiva-
lent fuel consumption to be minimized consists of real fuel
consumption and the "virtual" fuel consumption related to
the actual battery power since the battery energy was ob-
tained from the fuel in the past (if the hybrid/CS mode is
considered).
The references [31, 32] propose to combine the rule-
based and ECMS approaches to benefit from their comple-
mentary advantages in terms of robustness and favorable
fuel economy, respectively. Such an EMC strategy is out-
lined by the block diagram shown in Fig. 6, which can
be directly applied to an HEV [31]. The driver’s power
command (Pd) is combined with the battery power de-
mand (Pbatt), obtained by a SoC feedback controller, in
order to calculate the engine power demandP ∗e . If the en-
gine power demand P ∗e is lower than the lower threshold
Poff , the engine is switched off for electric-only driving,
and when the demand P ∗e exceeds the upper threshold Pon
the engine is again switched on. For the active engine, the
engine power demand P ∗e at the same time represents an
input to an ECMS algorithm, which smoothly combines
an 1D search over the constant engine power line of the τe
vs. ωe engine map and a 2D search of a pre-optimized area
of the same engine map. In this way, it finds the control
variables τe and ωe = ωmg1.
In the EREV case, the EMC strategy additionally in-
cludes an algorithm that determines the operating mode
based on the distinct mode-boundary curves obtained from
the control variable optimization results (Fig. 4b) [32].
The control strategy from Fig. 6 is applied for the hybrid-
driving SHEV and SPHEV modes.
Fig. 6. Block diagram of energy management control strat-
egy for hybrid modes.
Figure 7 shows the EREV control strategy verification
results in comparison with the DP global optimum bench-
mark, where the CS regime and New European Driving
Cycle (NEDC) are concerned. Compared to the purely
rule-based strategy (RB), the final, combined 1D and 2D
ECMS-based strategy provides a significant reduction of
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the fuel economy. Namely, it approaches the global opti-
mum benchmark with the margin of 2.3% for the partic-
ular case of NEDC, while this margin equals 1.1% and
4.5% for the UDDS and HWET driving cycles, respec-
tively [32]. This is considered to be a favorable result,
taking into account that, unlike the real control strategy,
the DP optimization is conducted over the full driving cy-
cle horizon and can switch the engine on/off at any instant.
More detailed verification results, including those related
to the BLND regime, are given in [19, 32].
Fig. 7. EREV control strategy verification results with re-
spect to DP global optimum results (CS mode and NEDC).
3 EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION
OF FREIGHT TRANSPORT SYSTEM AND
E-TRUCK DESIGN
A target transport system including a fleet of conven-
tional vehicles should first be characterized (see e.g. a pas-
senger vehicle study in [33]), as a basis for fleet electri-
fication and analysis of its competitiveness. This section
presents the experimental characterization results related
to a city and intercity freight transport system of the re-
gional retail company, Konzum d.d. It also presents design
of a fully electric truck powertrain, as well as its assess-
ment in terms of efficiency, energy cost and CO2 emis-
sions.
3.1 Subsection data collection and analysis
The data have been recorded for a representative fleet
sample of ten 7.5 ton delivery vehicles equipped with
GPS/GPRS system, and three-month period of continuous
24 hour operation. The main recorded signals include the
vehicle velocity (with the resolution of 0.1 km/h), absolute
vehicle position, and cumulative fuel consumption, all ac-
quired with the sampling time of 1 sec. The vehicles are
loaded in the main distribution center, unloaded in one or
more sale centers, and driven back to the distribution center
to complete a driving mission (cycle). Figure 8 shows the
vehicle trajectory and the vehicle velocity response during
an intercity mission, as an illustration of recording quality.
Fig. 8. Recorded data for an intercity driving mission.
The recorded large set of data has been processed for
the purpose of various statistical analyses. These analyses
are mostly related to vehicle arrival, departure, and resting
time features for the main distribution center and different
sale centers, because they correspond to vehicle charging
availability if a hypothetical electrified fleet is considered.
The main results are presented in the remaining part of this
subsection, while a more detailed presentation and analysis
can be found in [34, 35].
Figure 9 shows the vehicles arrival and departure time
distributions for the distribution center, which demon-
strates the 24h fleet activity. Vehicles departure time
distribution peaks are emphasized around 7h, 15h, and
21h. While the arrival time distribution has roughly simi-
lar shape as the departure time distribution, the departure
times are apparently delayed by around five hours during
the night pause and by one to two hours, otherwise. These
delays are indicators of vehicle/fleet resting times and,
correspondingly readiness for charging: slow and cheap
charging overnight and fast and more expensive charging
over day or early night.
Indeed, the distribution center resting time distribution,
shown in Fig. 10a, indicates that a majority of resting dura-
tions is less than two hours (mostly around 50-60 minutes),
while another significant peak of resting time distribution
is around 6 hours. In the case of sale centers, the peak of
resting time distribution is around 20-30 minutes, the dis-
tribution diminishes already at 50-60 min, and there are
no resting time durations longer than 1 hour (Fig. 10b).
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Fig. 9. Arrival and departure time distributions for main
distribution center.
Therefore, only the fast charging could be implemented in
sale centers.
Fig. 10. Resting time distribution for main distribution
center (a) and one of sale centers (b).
The traveled distance distribution for the full set of
driving missions is another important feature of the fleet,
because it can indicate an adequate type of electric vehi-
cle and sizing of its components. As shown in Fig. 11,
a majority of the traveled distances (around 60%) for the
given fleet are within 100 km range. These missions could
be covered by using purely electric delivery vehicles, even
without fast charging in the sale centers. The remaining
40% of missions could be covered by extended range or
(plug-in) hybrid electric vehicles.
Fig. 11. Traveled distance distribution.
The time distribution of transport system energy con-
sumption can be estimated by inverting the time distribu-
tion of number of parked vehicles. Such a distribution,
shown in Fig. 12a for the main distribution center, indi-
cates that the time distribution of average number of parked
vehicles is repeatable for work days, while it tends to be
saturated over the weekend (a large number of vehicles are
parked). Figure 12b shows the daily-averaged ("lumped")
time distributions of the number of vehicles parked in the
distribution center, sale centers, and both distribution and
sale centers. The total/overall distribution is then inverted
and normalized to reflect the average fuel consumption (of
on-road vehicles; see the blue plot in Fig. 12c). The red
plot in the same figure shows the actual average fuel con-
sumption, which has been obtained from the vehicle on-
line recorded data. A relatively good correlation between
the two traces in Fig. 12c indicates that the transport sys-
tem energy consumption may be estimated based on the
vehicle on-road activity, in the absence of more precise
source of data.
Figs. 12a,b also illustrate that the vehicles are largely
available for charging during the night hours and weekend
when the electric energy is cheap and when charging would
effectively level the grid load. Also, a large charging avail-
ability during the afternoon hours can be exploited in terms
of using the electric energy produced by photovoltaic pan-
els mounted on the distribution center roofs.
3.2 Synthesis of naturalistic driving cycles
The aim of naturalistic driving cycles synthesis is to re-
place a large set of actual (recorded) driving cycles with
several synthetic, statistically representative cycles, which
can be employed for design and verification of EV control
strategies [36] instead of usually used "artificial" certifica-
tion driving cycles such as NEDC. The synthesis is based
on discrete Markov chains probability methodology [33].
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Fig. 12. Averaged weekly and daily distributions of number
of parked vehicles (a, b), and related normalized measured
and estimated fuel consumptions (c).
The synthesis procedure can be divided into three main
steps [33]: (i) clustering of recorded driving cycles, (ii)
determination of transition probability matrix (stochastic
modeling), and (iii) generation and validation of synthetic
driving cycles (stochastic simulation).
The aim of clustering the recorded driving cycles is to
separate recorded cycles into several characteristic groups
according to predefined criteria and to model these groups
separately. Assuming that the vehicle traveled distance is
the clustering criterion and applying the "k-means" clus-
tering algorithm yields the clustering results shown in Fig.
13 [34, 35]. The legend of the same figure includes the
cycle duration median values for each cluster, which will
be used as input parameters of the synthetic driving cycle
generation.
In the case of considering only the vehicle velocity v
as the Markov chain state, the transition probability matrix
elements pij denote the probability of transition from the
velocity state vi at a time step k to the velocity state vjat
the next, (k + 1)th time step. Figure 14 shows the results
in the form of contour plot, which indicate that the veloc-
Fig. 13. Recording driving cycle clustering results.
ity transition probability plot is wider at lower velocities,
because the vehicle accelerations are then generally higher.
Fig. 14. Transition probability matrix values for 3rd clus-
ter from Fig. 13.
The transition probability matrix and a generator of
random numbers are used to synthesize driving cycles. The
synthesis procedure is described in [34, 35] and applied to
two characteristic cases: (i) the vehicle velocity v is the
only Markov chain state, and (ii) the states are vehicle ve-
locity v and acceleration a.
Since the driving cycle synthesis procedure is based on
stochastic modeling and generation, many synthetic cycles
of different statistical features can be generated by using
the same transition probability matrix. In order to select
representative synthetic driving cycles, a number of gen-
erated cycles should be validated with respect to signif-
icant statistical parameters such as mean velocity, mean
positive acceleration, and mean negative acceleration, and
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related standard deviations [33]. The normalized distribu-
tions of these statistical parameters for the case of 2375
individual recorded driving cycles of variable duration are
shown in Fig. 15 (the legend label ’Rec’). The same fig-
ure includes the values of statistical parameters for a sin-
gle, combined driving cycle including concatenated indi-
vidual recorded driving cycles (the legend label ’Comb’).
Finally, the figure shows the normalized distributions of
statistical parameters for 1000 generated one-state (Syn1)
and two-state (Syn2) synthetic driving cycles. Evidently,
the two-state method gives more representative synthetic
driving cycles, because the distribution of their statistical
parameters is narrower and centered around the combined
recorded cycle statistical parameters [35].
Fig. 15. Synthetic driving cycle validation results.
The selected synthetic driving cycles obtained by the
two-state method are shown in Fig. 16 for different clusters
from Fig. 13 (the cycle data can be downloaded through
the web link [37]). It can be observed that the synthesized
driving cycles in the first two subplots of Fig. 13 are more
city driving-like cycles, while the other synthesized driv-
ing cycles (particularly the last one) include properties of
highway driving, which is in a direct correlation with the
corresponding clustering results shown in Fig. 13. If the
one-state synthesis method were used, the generated cy-
cles would be smoother and in worse correlation with the
recorded cycles [35].
3.3 Design and assessment of fully-electric delivery
truck
The above-considered conventional truck (MAN -
TGM 15.240) has the loading capacity of 7460 kg and the
Fig. 16. Selected synthetic driving cycles for each cluster
of recorded driving cycles.
empty-vehicle mass of 7860 kg. The vehicle velocity is
limited to 90 km/h. The vehicle is propelled by a diesel
engine with the maximum power of 176 kW. The engine is
described by the specific fuel consumption and maximum
output torque maps shown in Fig. 17a and taken from [38,
39] based on a similar diesel engine. By using the cata-
logue data for the 12-speed automated manual transmis-
sion and differential gear ratios [39], the powertrain output
torque vs. vehicle velocity map can be reconstructed, as
shown in Fig. 17b.
By using the maps in Fig. 17 and known and esti-
mated basic truck parameters (such as mass, tire radius,
aerodynamic drag and tire rolling coefficients, and driv-
etrain efficiency), the truck longitudinal dynamics model
has been developed in [40]. The model has been validated
with respect to recorded fuel consumption data for differ-
ent recorded driving cycles. The validation results point
out that the model-predicted fuel consumption differs from
the recorded one by less than 10% for a great majority of
driving cycles, thus confirming an acceptable modeling ac-
curacy [40].
For an e-truck model, an electric motor with the rated
power of 128 kW and the overload capability of 280 kW
[42] has been selected in conjunction with a two-speed
gearbox (with the gear ratios ht1 = 8.203 and ht2 = 3.733).
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Fig. 17. Delivery truck diesel engine maps (a) and com-
parative torque limit curves for conventional and electric
truck drivetrains (b).
Figure 17b illustrates that this powertrain satisfies or ex-
ceeds the required conventional truck maximum torque
curve specifications, including the velocity limit of 90
km/h and the maximum road grade of 33%.
Figure 18 shows the comparative energy consump-
tion, energy cost, and CO2 emission plots for the con-
ventional and electric trucks, based on the assumption of
constant velocity driving and the total efficiency of bat-
tery and charger of 80% [40, 41]. The following local fuel
and two-tariff electricity costs were taken into account:
Diesel = 1.313 euro/liter; low-tariff electric energy EE-
LT = 0.06 euro/kWh; high-tariff electric energy EE-HT =
0.13 euro/kWh. The well-to-wheel CO2 emissions were
considered, where it was assumed that one liter of diesel
fuel produce 3.16 kg CO2, while the electricity, depending
on technology, can emit around 1 kg CO2/kWh for coal
fired power plants, 0.45 kg CO2/kWh for natural gas power
plants and 0.1 kg CO2/kWh for nuclear energy and renew-
able sources [41]. Evidently, the e-truck is significantly
more efficient than its conventional counterpart, particu-
larly at lower velocities (Fig. 18a). Furthermore, the en-
ergy costs can be up to five times lower for the e-truck
if the low-tariff overnight-charging is considered. Finally,
the e-truck can give significant CO2 reduction benefits, but
only if the electricity is generated from renewable energy
sources.
Fig. 18. Comparative specific energy consumption (a), en-
ergy cost (b), and well-to-wheel CO2 emission plots (c) for
the conventional and electric trucks.
Based on the preliminary constant-velocity analysis
and the requirement to satisfy the city cluster range
(≈ 70km) for the maximum payload, a 114 kWh Li-Ion
battery has been selected. The battery mass of 1.2 t ap-
proximately replaces the diesel engine, automatic trans-
mission and fuel tank mass. In order to verify the driving
range for realistic driving scenarios, a simulation analysis
has been conducted for two certified driving cycles (heavy
duty NEDC and UDDS), and also for five synthetic driving
cycles (SYN1-SYN5) from Fig. 16. The simulation results
shown in Fig. 19 indicate that for the selected battery and
the urban and near-urban driving cycles (UDDS, NEDC,
SYN1, and SYN2) the electric vehicle range is from 60 to
105 km depending mostly on the cargo load.
4 EV FLEET AGGREGATE BATTERY MODEL-
ING AND CHARGING OPTIMIZATION
The main aim is to optimize the charging power time-
response for individual EVs from a fleet, which would sat-
isfy the vehicle routing schedule and at the same time min-
imize the cost of electricity for the given grid and charging
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Fig. 19. Predicted range of e-truck for constant velocity
driving and various certified and synthesized naturalistic
driving cycles.
station constraints [5]. Although the problem can be at-
tacked from different perspectives [3, 43, 44, 45, 46], it
appears that the most systematic and effective way is to
use a hierarchical charging management system [45-47].
In such a system, the charging is first optimized on the EV
fleet aggregate level, and the lumped charging-power re-
quest is then distributed (allocated) to the individual EVs.
The individual power requests are finally commanded to
low-level charging controllers, which execute those com-
mands and at the same time they can provide the ancillary
grid services, such as grid stabilization [48, 49] and reac-
tive power compensation [50-52]. Evidently, the charging
optimization and control at the different levels of the hier-
archical structure are coupled through various grid/charger
constraints. It should be noted that the aggregate-level
charging optimization has also direct application to vari-
ous energy planning studies related to EV-grid integration
(see e.g. [3]).
4.1 Modeling of EV fleet aggregate battery
For the aggregate-level charging optimization, an ag-
gregate battery model is required. Here, the whole set of
EV fleet batteries is replaced by a single, aggregate bat-
tery with a single state variable representing the lumped
state of charge (SoCagg) and a single charging power in-
put (Pc,agg).
By following [3], a basic aggregate battery model can
be created based on the following input time-distributions:
(i) number of vehicles connected to the grid (ndc), (ii) ag-
gregate fleet driving power demand (Pdem,agg), and (iii)
aggregate fleet regenerative braking charging power. The
distribution ndc is required only to provide the charg-
ing power upper limit: Pc,agg ≤ ndcPcmax,ind, where
Pcmax,ind is the maximum charging power of individual
vehicle/battery.
The basic model assumes constant battery capacity
available for charging at all times, which is found unreal-
istic since a part of vehicles within the fleet will be driving
and thus disconnected from the grid. Also, the aggregate
battery SoC limit should be made time-variant depending
on the number of vehicles connected to the grid, in order
to provide realistic conditions for charging. This has moti-
vated the development of a novel aggregate battery model
presented in [53].
The discrete-time state equation of the novel aggregate
battery model, formulated in the energy instead of charge
domain, is given by:
SoCagg(k + 1) = SoCagg(k) + SoCin,avg(k)
∆nin,dc(k)
Nv
−SoCout,avg ∆nout,dc(k)
Nv
+ ηch
Pc,agg(k)∆T
Emax,agg
.
(2)
The model requires the knowledge of the following in-
put time distributions (in addition to ndc(k)): (i) the num-
ber of vehicles connecting to (∆nin,dc) and disconnect-
ing from the grid (∆nout,dc) in each time step ∆T, and
(ii) the average SoC of vehicles connecting to the grid
(SoCin,avg). The average SoC of vehicles disconnecting
from the grid (SoCout,avg) may be regarded as a control
parameter, which may be set to 1 in many cases (assuming
that the departing vehicles have fully charged batteries).
The meaning of other quantities in Eq. (2) are as follows:
k = 1, 2, ..., Nt is the discrete time step, Nv and Nt are
the number of vehicles and time steps, Emax,agg is the ag-
gregate battery maximum energy capacity, and ηch is the
charging efficiency. The upper constraint on SoCagg can
readily be made variant in dependence on the number of
vehicles connected to a grid: SoCagg(k) ≤ ndc(k)/Nv .
The transport demand is accounted for through the distri-
bution of average SoC of vehicles connecting to the grid
(SoCin,avg).
In the particular case study related to the delivery ve-
hicle fleet (Section 3), the input distributions related to
the number of vehicles are reconstructed from the full set
of recorded driving cycles. The transport demand-related
distributions (including the SoC at arrival) are obtained
through simulation of individual vehicle behaviors over the
full set of driving cycles. The details of input distribution
reconstruction and results are given in [53].
The optimal charging power inputPc,agg , for both ba-
sic and novel model, is obtained by using a dynamic
programming-based optimization algorithm aimed at min-
imizing the electricity cost (Subsection 4.2). Optimized
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daily charging power and aggregate battery SoC profiles
are shown in Fig. 20 for the case of a two-tariff electric-
ity price model, along with the realistic SoC and charging
power constraints. It can be noticed that the SoC upper
limit is frequently violated for the basic model, while it is
largely satisfied for the novel model.
Fig. 20. DP optimized aggregate battery SoC and charg-
ing power daily time profiles for basic and novel aggregate
battery models.
To facilitate further comparison of the two aggregate
battery models, a heuristic iterative algorithm for distribut-
ing the optimized aggregate charging power input to the
individual vehicles has been proposed in [53]. The level of
correlation between the original (optimized) and achieved
(through distribution) aggregate SoC and aggregate charg-
ing power profiles indicates how well an aggregate model
represents the distributed model. The level of correlation is
assessed by means of the correlation index [54], which is
applied to the input signal vectors x and y and has a higher
value for better correlation (ideally,Kx,y = 1 for x = y).
Figure 21 indicates that the novel model is consistently su-
perior to the basic one in terms of higher SoC and charging
power correlation coefficientsKSoC andKE , respectively.
Also, when using the novel model, a lower discrepancy of
fleet charging cost (Cagg) in comparison with distributed
model cost (Creal) is observed.
4.2 EV fleet charging optimization
The EV fleet transport system, integrated into the
power grid including (local) renewable energy sources
(RES), has a similar aggregate-level power flow structure
as a hybrid electric vehicle (see illustration in Fig. 22).
Namely, both systems include a power source (grid or en-
gine), a battery (aggregated or individual), and a power
demand including transport demand. Therefore, the DP
optimization method applied in Section 2 to hybrid vehi-
cles can conveniently be applied to the EV fleet aggregate
charging system. Such an approach, which provides the
Fig. 21. Correlation factors describing accuracy of basic
and novel aggregate battery models for different electricity
price models [53].
global optimum solution for a general nonlinear system
with nonlinear constraints, is proposed in [46] as opposed
to heuristic charging methods such as the one presented in
[3].
Fig. 22. Illustration of power flow in electrified freight
transport system.
In order to demonstrate the DP optimization approach,
the simpler, basic model of EV fleet aggregate battery is
used and parameterized with respect to recorded driving
cycles of the delivery vehicle fleet (see Subsection 4.1 and
[53]). The hourly distribution of grid power consumption
in the distribution center is estimated from the full-year
daily consumption data. A hypothetical electrical energy
production from photovoltaic sources is estimated based
on a sun global horizontal irradiance time-distribution at
the given distribution center location. Details of modeling
the transport and energy system are given in [46].
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The charging optimization has been conducted for two
scenarios of RES energy production: without and with
RES energy production excess with respect to demand
other than the transport one. The optimization results are
shown in Fig. 23 for the case of two-tariff electricity price
model. In the case of no RES energy production excess
(Fig. 23a), the DP optimizer mostly charges the battery in
the periods when the price of energy is low (night charg-
ing). Consequently, it provides significant savings in terms
of electricity prices, which range from 10% to 40% de-
pending on the electricity price model [46]. Furthermore,
the DP algorithm provides that the charge sustaining con-
dition is satisfied (final SoC is equal to the initial SoC), as
opposed to the heuristic algorithm which results in a grad-
ual depletion of battery (Fig. 23a).
Fig. 23. Aggregate battery charging results using DP op-
timization and heuristic approaches for two RES energy
production scenarios.
In the second scenario, both DP and heuristic algo-
rithms result in charging the battery around solar noon
when the excessive energy production from photovoltaic
RES exists (Fig. 23b). This is an expected result having in
mind that the heuristic method was designed with the main
aim of employing the RES potential [3].
4.3 Integrated optimization of EV routing and charg-
ing
The freight delivery vehicle routing problem cannot be
directly applied to an EV fleet, because of additional con-
straints introduced by EVs such as limited range and charg-
ing period requirement [2]. The conventional vehicle rout-
ing optimization algorithms should, therefore, be extended
taking into account the EV fleet constraints [2, 6]. Further
step would be to integrate EV routing and charging opti-
mization, with the final goal to minimize the number of
fleet vehicles and/or charging cost. This is a scarce topic
of literature with an exception of [55], where both EV rout-
ing and charging are considered, although in apparently not
(fully) integrated way (also, the charging power limits and
RES presence are not considered therein).
Finally, there is a critical aspect of competitiveness
of electrified freight transport system when compared to
the conventional system. A competitiveness assessment
should take into account not only the EV competitiveness
(partly addressed in Section 3), but also the charging sta-
tion investment costs, impact to grid, impact to vehicle
routing effectiveness etc. In that sense the reference [56]
represents a valuable initial effort on the topic. The overall
system design and evaluation can be extended to poten-
tially viable EV fleet system based on battery swapping
stations [57, 58], where the EV batteries can be quickly
replaced instead of being subject of relatively slow on-
vehicle charging.
5 CONCLUSION
The problems of optimal EV architecture design and
control and EV optimal charging are strongly dependent
on (and linked through) the driving cycle characteristics of
a target EV fleet. Therefore, a detailed characterization of
fleet behaviors and synthesis of naturalistic driving cycles
represent an important aspect of the integrated transport
and energy system design, particularly for the freight de-
livery fleets.
In addition to battery design technologies, the opti-
mized charging management is a key enabling technology
for stronger proliferation of electric vehicles and their inte-
gration into the power grid. Strong research efforts should
be devoted to interactive optimization of EV fleet charging
management on the aggregator, individual vehicle distrib-
utor, and low-level controller levels. When considering the
freight transport, the vehicle routing optimization should
be modified to take into account the EV range and charg-
ing time constraints, and it should be ultimately integrated
with charging optimization.
The assessment of electrified freight transport system
competitiveness when compared to the conventional sys-
tem should take into account different aspects of integrated
transport and energy system, such as EV competitiveness,
grid impacts, influence on environment in terms of pollu-
tion and well-wheel CO2 emission reduction, requirements
on charging infrastructure, benefits with respect to prolifer-
ation of renewable energy sources, impact on vehicle rout-
ing effectiveness and similar.
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